Dear Friends,

The Resolution Project is thrilled by the impact Resolution Fellows are having on communities around the world, and we are pleased by the tremendous progress and growth we have achieved as an organization over the past year.

As a relatively young non-profit, we have continued to grow, develop close relationships with host conferences, and impact people beyond our imagination, thanks in large part to our tireless and dedicated team of volunteers and supporters. We are truly delighted to share with you some of our highlights from 2012.

We are extremely proud to announce these successes. As we look forward to an exciting and eventful year ahead, The Resolution Project would like to take a moment to thank our sponsors and volunteers for their generous contributions and unwavering commitment to the development of socially-responsible young leaders. We deeply appreciate the role that you play in the successful fulfillment of our mission. Your support enables the work of many and has already touched the lives of more individuals than any of us may yet fully realize. For all that you have done, and all that we hope that you will continue to do with Resolution, we are eternally grateful.

Sincerely,

George Tsiatis  Oliver Libby

LETTER FROM OUR CHAIR & PRESIDENT

1. **OUR COMMUNITY OF FELLOWS DOUBLED IN SIZE**, reaching over 40 young leaders, and increasing the total number of ventures to 20. We currently have Resolution Fellows on all six inhabited continents, implementing innovative solutions to address a wide range of vital issues.

2. We successfully **OPENED OUR FIRST OFFICE IN NEW YORK** and **HIRED** the first full-time Resolution staff member.

3. We **EXPANDED OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS** for the first time in our history and **GREW OUR CORE TEAM** of volunteers and mentors to more than 100 engaged members.

4. We officially **LAUNCHED THE RESOLUTION GUIDE PROGRAM** to attract talented and highly-skilled individuals capable of providing dynamic, hands-on mentorship to our growing network of Resolution Fellows.

5. We formed close **NEW RELATIONSHIPS WITH FOUR CONFERENCES** that will host our Resolution Social Venture Challenges, including the Clinton Global Initiative University, the Youth Assembly at the United Nations, Harvard University’s Igniting Innovation Summit, and The Earth Summit at Columbia University, in conjunction with the Earth Institute.

6. **Resolve 2012**, our annual gala, **RAISED MORE THAN $160,000** and hosted more than 400 attendees.
We inspire young leaders through our proven model of Social Venture Challenges (SVCs) and Fellowships:

- We build close relationships with existing youth conferences that serve broad communities of university-aged young leaders. These youth summits include the Clinton Global Initiative University, the Youth Assembly at the United Nations, Harvard World Model United Nations, Harvard University’s Igniting Innovation Summit, and The Earth Summit at Columbia University.

- We invite the young leaders attending our host conferences to propose impactful ventures in a multi-stage competition – the SVC. The SVC functions as a program at each of our partner conferences and provides a pathway to action for their attendees. The SVC combines web-based submissions, live rounds of presentations, and due-diligence to provide a powerful selection model.

- At the end of each SVC, we award Resolution Fellowships to those individuals with the most promising proposals and compelling personal leadership characteristics.

- We provide our Fellows with dynamic, hands-on support to help them implement their ventures, seed funding, and membership in a global community of their inspiring peers – a full ecosystem for a young social entrepreneur.

WHAT WE DO

Founded in 2007, The Resolution Project, Inc. is a U.S. 501(c)(3) non-profit dedicated to fostering youth leadership development around the world through collaborative social entrepreneurship.

OUR MISSION

to develop socially-responsible young leaders and empower them to make a positive impact today

OUR VISION

a generation of leaders with a lifelong commitment to social responsibility

Children in Ecuador learning critical oral hygiene techniques from Resolution Fellow Zlatko Tadic and the ShareHealth! team.

Classroom in Shandong, China, where Resolution Fellows Lidan and Shangsi are working to combat the stigma associated with deafness in children.
Ventures launched by Resolution Fellows tackled dozens of vital issues on every inhabited continent.

In 2012:

- 140 Volunteers engaged in supporting our Fellows on their ever-inspiring journeys in 2012
- 40 Fellows
- 20 Ventures

“Guidance from the Resolution team has been very helpful in approaching our work in a step-by-step manner and identifying potential problems and finding their solutions.”
- a Resolution Fellow

“My experience with Resolution has been inspirational because of the people I have met through it.”
- a Resolution Fellow

“Our Guides have been really positive about everything, and have made it clear that we can contact them whenever we have issues/questions etc.”
- a Resolution Fellow

FUNDRAISING CAPACITY

2009 2010 2011 2012

$315,000 raised

450 attendees at the Resolve 2012 Gala

Resolve 2012 garnered 118 million media impressions
COMMUNITY EXPANSION
WELCOME TO OUR NEW FELLOWS IN 2012!

1. Leah Costanzo and Vanessa Picker
   Play Forward, Australia

2. Angelica Ortiz, Cristina Ramirez, and Rita Sleiman
   Waste to the Dump, Venezuela

3. Victoria Flannery and Daniel Gillick
   Total Sanitation (Cambodia), Australia

4. Rahmah Aderinoye
   Youth for Intellectual Interactive Initiative, Nigeria

5. Lidan Zhang and Shangsi Zhou
   Care for Disabled Children from ABC, China

6. Joshua Lee and Brandon Liu
   Tech in the World, USA
FELLOW SPOTLIGHT

Rahmah, Youth for Intellectual Interaction Initiative

About Rahmah Aderinoye:
Rahmah is from Osun State, Nigeria, and is currently studying Biology at the University of Texas at Arlington. She is passionate about creating the positive change she wants to see, which is why she founded Youth for Intellectual Interaction Initiative, a venture aimed at alleviating extreme poverty and hunger among Nigeria’s youth. Rahmah is also engaged in volunteer work with UNICEF USA, the American Heart Association, and is a member of Global Changemakers.

About Youth For Intellectual Interaction Initiative:
Youth for Intellectual Interaction Initiative will offer vocational training in tailoring, shoe-making and farming to youths in Nigeria. After months of training, the participants in each class will be provided with basic materials necessary to start their business, including access to leasing heavier equipment (farm machinery, sewing machines) from a central repository. The participants will also be educated on financial management (e.g., how to separate their capital from profits). This venture aims to provide Nigerian youths with the training and resources they need to become successful entrepreneurs.

FELLOW SPOTLIGHT

Vanessa and Leah, Play Forward

About Vanessa Picker:
Vanessa recently completed her undergraduate degree from the University of Adelaide in Innovation and Entrepreneurship. She is the co-founder of Play Forward, a Resolution venture that is using sports as a vehicle to build confidence and self-esteem in disadvantaged, indigenous, Australian youth. Vanessa represented Australia at the Hesselbein Global Leadership Academy in Pittsburgh, where she was selected as one of only 50 young people to participate in the intensive leadership summit. Most recently, she was selected to represent Play Forward in the 2012 Young Social Pioneers program, run by the Foundation for Young Australians and was named a National Finalist the 2013 Young South Australian of the Year.

About Leah Costanzo:
Leah is currently studying Law and Commerce at the University of Adelaide, and hopes to pursue a career in humanitarian law and legal aid. After experiencing first-hand the disparities between indigenous and non-indigenous children in Australia, Leah committed herself to making a difference. With Play Forward, Leah is using sports to make a positive impact in the lives of Australia’s indigenous youth. During her clerkship at the esteemed Fox Tucker Lawyers in Adelaide, Leah cultivated new networks and friends who are eager to assist with Play Forward and she is looking forward to building on this momentum.

About Play Forward:
Many children, particularly impoverished and indigenous children, do not get to enjoy their childhood. A sense of hopelessness can take over without positive mentors and role models. Resolution Fellows Vanessa and Leah are using sport to transcend cultures, economics and communities to share teamwork, confidence, fun, and athleticism with these youth and help them form stronger bonds and share a sense of community with their teammates. Vanessa and Leah are in the process of incorporating Play Forward as an official association and are applying for a fundraising license from the Australian government. They are fine-tuning Play Forward’s operations and mentorship model to make it scalable, and plan to incorporate one-to-one fundraising and engagement strategies inspired by Tom’s Shoes. Collecting and redistributing sporting equipment to children in need, while also providing sport clinics and structured athletics in an instructional setting, will empower these children with a sense of fun and hope for the future.
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About Zlatko Tadic:
Zlatko studied as a 2011-2012 FGAC scholar at the University of Texas at Austin and Mc-Combs School of Business, and received his Bachelor's degree in Economics this year after writing his thesis at the Centre for European Economic Research. Zlatko is dedicated and committed to improving the dental hygiene of children in different regions around the world. He is the co-founder of ShareHealth! and responsible for the project management in Ecuador. Zlatko is passionate about making a difference for unprivileged children, and enjoys especially the challenging work on the ground with local volunteers and student organizations.

About Rima-Maria Rahal:
Rima-Maria is currently studying at the University of Amsterdam, pursuing her Master's degree in Psychology with a focus on research in decision-making, persuasion and leadership. Rima's work includes supporting youth with a migratory background as a volunteer English teacher, and she represented the University of Heidelberg at the regional final of the HULT Global Case Challenge in London, UK. Rima is committed to making an impact on children’s lives through ShareHealth! and enjoys taking charge of the organizational aspects of this social venture.

About Shubei Wang:
Shubei recently completed her medical studies at the University of Heidelberg, and is currently working as a doctor in the Department of Pediatrics. Growing up in both Singapore and China, as well as studying in Germany, further broadened her horizons and solidified her commitment to social change. ShareHealth! combines her interest in social work and her love for working with children, so she is thrilled to be part of this team.

About ShareHealth!
ShareHealth! is based on a peer-to-peer process, in which children learn from others about good dental health practices through international cooperations. The team recently established important partnerships with the German School in Quito, Ecuador and with School Nr. 3 in Simferopol, Ukraine! These partnerships will enable the team to provide education and much-needed services to students in low-income communities in both countries. Additionally, the team is aiming to scale-up their project by engaging with more children and collaborating with a wider range of supporters, to help ensure the availability of media necessary to connect children with their international peers.

About Brandon Liu:
Brandon is a Computer Science student at Harvard University. He has worked on testing infrastructure at Asana, full-stack Rails development at Khan Academy as an NYC Turing Fellow, and distributed key-value datastores at Rapleaf. He was also Lead Developer for RemindMe, an EMR solution for maternal health in rural India serving more than 3500 mothers. At Harvard, Brandon served as Technical Director at HackHarvard, a teaching fellow, and provided consulting and IT services to startups and student organizations. Brandon also teaches a class on technical decision-making for non-technical founders at the Harvard Innovation Lab.

About Joshua Lee:
Joshua is a student at Harvard University studying computer science. He has worked at Pivotal Labs, a software consulting firm based in San Francisco, where he consulted for VMware and built a front-end interface for CloudFoundry (VMware’s new Platform as a Service) in Ruby on Rails. At Harvard, he has served as a teaching fellow for two introductory computer science courses.

About Tech in the World:
Tech in the World is providing global health fellowships to top computer science students. We identify the best and brightest students in both technical talent and leadership capacity, form teams, and pair them with non-profit organizations overseas to develop software solutions and engage in global health and international development issues. The fellowships provide an unparalleled opportunity for experiential learning, personal growth, and immersive exposure to global health and development for the fellows, offers sorely needed technical development assistance to development efforts across the world, and builds bridges between computer science and global health, especially at the undergraduate level.
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We are thrilled to announce that in addition to continuing our partnerships with WorldMUN, the Youth Assembly at the United Nations, and the Igniting Innovation Summit, in 2013 we will also be hosting SVCs at the annual Clinton Global Initiative University (CGI U), The Earth Summit*, and Mobilizer Academy.

*Our partners for The Earth Summit SVC are The Earth Institute’s Center on Globalization and Sustainable Development and The School of International and Public Affairs Environmental Coalition.
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

David Ager
A leader in the field of social entrepreneurship, David Ager brings essential insight and knowledge to our team and has proven to be one of our most informative, enthusiastic Advisory Board members. We are thrilled to have his support in rolling out expanded training for our Fellows in the coming year.

Yvonne Buysman
Yvonne has proven to be one of Resolution’s most effective connectors of people and organizations, bringing her extensive network to bear on Resolution’s growth. The personal and corporate relationships that Yvonne has provided have become an indelible part of our community, and we are grateful for Yvonne’s efforts to promote the work and mission of Resolution.

Tia Fuhrmann Chapman
With years of experience in fundraising and development, Tia has provided invaluable guidance and knowledge to our growing fundraising efforts. Through Tia’s advice, we have been able to smoothly and successfully expand our Board of Directors to the great benefit of our whole team. We are grateful for her commitment to Resolution and for her participation in our mission.

RLC members
Kritika Bansal
Resolution was thrilled to welcome communications guru, Kritika Bansal, to our communications and outreach working group. She has provided us exceptional insight, and helped to ensure our mission reaches a much wider audience.

Bianca Caban
Bianca Caban is one of our most involved and committed volunteers. Her energy and expertise are integral to the continued growth of our mission and program.
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To all our volunteers, thank you for all that you do!

VOLUNTEER STATS:
Estimated total monthly contribution of volunteer hours: +1,200
Estimated total annual contribution of volunteer hours: +14,500
Estimated value of annual volunteer contributions: +$425,000

*This is based on the Independent Sector report that the hourly valuation of a volunteer’s time in New York state was $26.73.

TYPES OF VOLUNTEERS:
Board of Directors (10 members)
Advisory Board (22 members)
Leadership Council (32 members)
Volunteer Directors (3 members)
Guides (mentors) (30 members)
Event Host and Planning Committee Members (69 members)

To all our volunteers, thank you for all that you do!

Board of Directors
Maria Livanos Cattaui
Resolution could not be more grateful to Maria Livanos Cattaui for her unwavering support of our mission. As the first Director on our new Board, a thoughtful member of our Board & Finance Committee, a generous supporter of our work, and a tireless connector of incredible people to Resolution, Maria’s impact is extraordinary. Her work is helping our Fellows around the world reach new levels. Thank you Maria!

Tanya Ryk Friedman
A special thanks to long-time friend and supporter Dr. Tanya Ryk Friedman for her unwavering efforts to promote the work of Resolution and our Fellows. Her leadership of our Nominating Committee ensures the strength, diversity, and longevity of our most senior leadership. Her dedication and energy are crucial components of our success and we are lucky to count her as a key leader among us.

RAB Members
Loretta Hennessey
Loretta Hennessey has proven to be such a strong asset to our organization that she has been asked to join our Board of Directors in 2013. Whether as a sponsor of Resolve 2012 or through her global efforts to expand our Social Venture Challenges, Loretta is making a difference for Resolution!

Tom Dow
Leading the charge to formalize our fundraising practices is development and major gifts expert Tom Dow. As one of our first volunteers, Tom has played a crucial role in our expansion and we are truly honored to count him as one of our strongest supporters.

Bob Hamlin
Serving as both a Guide to a number of our Fellows and a leader of the Social Venture Challenge expansion team, Bob Hamlin is one of our most dedicated Leadership Council members. We are incredibly grateful for all the support Bob provides, both in helping secure our Social Venture Challenge host conferences and as a mentor to our Fellows.

Christian Van Kipp
A true design genius, Christian Van Kipp is responsible for helping develop and shape the beautiful and unique look and feel of Resolution communications. His work is truly inspiring and perfectly captures the innovative and multi-dimensional nature of Resolution’s programs.

To all our volunteers, thank you for all that you do!
SUMMER SOCIAL:
06.07.12
THE SCARLET
37 W17th Street
New York, NY 10011

KEY SPONSORS
Hatzimemos Partners
MMY
YMCA of Long Island
Group 113

TOP AUCTION ITEMS
• Jack Spade Bag
• Wine from Cubanismo Vineyards
• Little Zen Garden - A Painting by Alexandra Tsiatis
• M. Mitnick’s Buzzing Apartment - A Painting by Diana Saville
• Personal Training Sessions from Goodbody/Ynness

Our 2nd Annual New York Summer Social welcomed more than 200 guests to the exclusive downtown lounge ‘Scarlet’. The evening was a great success, attracting a new and diverse crowd of young professionals from various industries, and support from our incredible sponsors. Thank you to everyone who attended!

BOSTON FALL SOCIAL:
10.05.12
DISTRICT
180 Lincoln Street
Boston, MA 02111

RAFFLE PRIZES
• Celtics Tickets
• Print by artist Vito DeVito
• Tickets to Boston Wine School tasting

Building on the success of our New York Summer Social event, in October, we gathered for the first time in Boston for an evening of fundraising and networking. We were thrilled with the turnout of this inaugural event and honored by the overwhelming support of our New England network. We look forward to seeing you again this year!
TOP AUCTION ITEMS

- Private dinner for 12 from Chef Dino Gatto of Rao’s NY
- Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue’s 50th Anniversary release party
- 2-night tennis getaway in Hilton Head
- Saturday Night Live tickets and full-cast signed photo
- 4 floor-level tickets to Madonna concert

Resolve 2012 served as a stunning salute to sustainable fashion and helped illustrate the ways in which we are all “Interwoven.” The gala welcomed over 400 guests, from philanthropic professionals to experienced leaders in finance, consulting, the arts, media, real estate, law, medicine, and more. We are most grateful to all of our attendees, sponsors, donors, and volunteers for making this event such a great success!
The Resolution community owes a debt of gratitude to Kim-berly Ann Batty, who we lost in 2012. Born in rural western Kansas, her lifelong commitment to education inspires us.

The Resolution community also extends its heartfelt ap-preciation to Dr. David B. Friedman, whom we lost in August 2012. Having received many awards as an inspirational professor up until 3 days before he passed away at the age of 89. His strong belief in the critical role of good mentorship in young people’s lives was offered classes to children and the disabled, turning her passion for horses into another way to help others. Her 60 years. He continued to see his private practice patients running for school board as well. She supported stables
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DONOR LIST

Jessica Krant
Kristin Kramer
Chris Koza
Karen Kosovsky
Evelyne Kornreich
Samuel Klatt
Andrew Klaber
Shizuka Kimura
Esther Kim
Aashish Khullar
Rahul Khosla
Sarah and David Kessler
John Kendall
Sarah Kelly
William Kay
Alexandra Longanecker
Michael Loeb
Deirdre Lizio
Tianhao Liu
Linon Home Decor Products
Sofia Liljeblad
Jessie Li
Jonathan Li
Nicole Li
Ted Lewis
Nicole Li
Jonathan Li
Jessica Li
Sofia Liljeblad
Linon Home Decor Products
Tianhao Liu
Dietre Listo
Carl Listo
Michael Loeb
Eden Nanasia-Mandelbaum
Akshay Nandakumar
Gayatri Narayan
Neal Nathan
Stacey Navas
Amanda Nesheiwat
Evan Ng
Claire Nelson
Patrick O’Meara
Michael Ocampo
Tom Martignetti
Patrick Martill
Esther Judelson
Istvan Orosz
Amanda Oto
Nelly Ortiz
Michael Ovadia
Katelyn O’Donnell
Sandeep Kulkarni
Seth Johnston
Samantha Sherry
Robert Shave
Juan Soto
Scott Skidmore
Alexandra Simon
Joanne Simpson
Ashley Simms
Martin Sore
Joshua Sore
Kris Spicka
Sara Stein-Rogers
Jami Sterne
Dale Tush
Kwella Thompson
Alexandra Thompson
Chris Tafell
Leonor Torres
Laura Torres
Tommy Torres
Alexandria Torres
Carii Warsh
FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Revenue
- Individual Contributions: $87,959, $29,798
- Corporate & Foundation Contributions: $52,000
- Special Events (Less Expenses): $148,932, $52,560
- Total Revenue: $258,891, $82,348

Expenses
- Program: $74,944, $48,710
- General and Administrative: $23,313, $2,065
- Fundraising: $6,853, $2,112
- Total Expenses: $105,110, $63,887

Change in Net Assets
- $183,781, $28,561

Net Assets at Beginning of Year
- $25,270, $24,109

Net Assets at End of Year
- $25,270, $24,109

2012 Expenses
- Fundraising History
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